I want to help make Simsbury beautiful!!

NAME __________________________________________________________

PHONE __________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS___________________________________________________

Will you accept future correspondence by email rather than regular mail? ___yes; ___no.

Please check your preference; if you are willing to do more than one of these options, please put a number one (1) to indicate which you prefer.

____ I would like to adopt a garden (this includes planting annuals and perennials, watering, deadheading, weeding and fall cleanup)

____ I would like to adopt a planter or group of planters (this includes planting annuals in April/May; watering, deadheading and weeding through the summer; and replacing annuals with chrysanthemums in September and pine boughs in November.)

____ I would like to help another gardener or gardeners with spring or fall planting

____ I would like to help with spreading mulch in the ______spring, ____fall

____ I would like to help with watering gardens or planters through the summer

____ I would like to work with another gardener in his or her garden

____ I would like to work ____ alone ____ with someone else

Add any Comments here:

Mail to:
Elizabeth Burt, Chair
Simsbury Beautification Committee
12 Woods Lane
Simsbury, CT 06070
Or contact: 860-651-0710; eburt@hartford.edu; elizvburt@gmail.com